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SUWARY
PROBLEM

.

The prOtotype Adyanced Instructional System (AIS)
at Lowry'AFB
utilizes a plasma panel terminal for all
interactive applications in
computer-based tratning. These applications
range-from ComputerAided.Instriiction (CAI), utilizing the graphic
capabilities of the .''
terminal, to simple Input-Output operationS;
such os operational data
base changes and data extractions which are part of Computer4lanaged
Instruction (CMI), Examination suggested
that the rather ektensive
capabilities of these terminals were not being
fully exploited on
many applications. In addition, recent
years have seen a steady
.decrease in terminal costs such that
a less-expensive_terminal could
be feasible for the more bask appliiations.
A studflwas therefore
devised to 'determine the feasibility of
operating standard,4nexpensive terminals in parallel with existing terminals and
eventually .
replacing these comparatively expensive
terminals with inexpensive
ones as additional needs developed.
.1
ApPROACH
The Weapon.Mechariics (WM) Course was the AIS area of instruction
having the most Operati.onal tOminals and was chosen
as the test bed
for introductipn of low cost terminals. The associated project was
,organized in three phases. Phase I objectives were to establish
feasibiItV, identify terminal requirements, and 'determine necessary
communication needs. Phase II included system design, software
hard4are changes o_nd procurement of equipment. Phase III was foi.
integrating the system, installimg tie hardware; and evaltiating
the
-final product.

'

RESULTS

Low-cost terminals-at appfoximately $1200 pach were identified
These lowicost terminals were installed and the
required software Changes;made. Operation of the low-cost terminals*
has proved their cost effectiveness for use in a computer-dased
system sych as the A1S. As the system is .expanded, the apparatus now
exists to expand with whatever terminal, or mix of terminals,'most
effectively meets the needs and budget.
-and purchased.

.

The use of a sta9dard terminal in.parallel with the non standard
one originalli speoifjed for the AIS has provedvto de both ost
effective andAesirable. The diverse needs of the various applications
in .a cqmplete CMI/CAI system can best be satisfied by a 'Imix" of
terminal types, and such a "mix" should 6e considered in any future
expansions of the AIS:
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1NTRODUCfION
.The Advanced Instructional System (AIS) plasma-panel terminal
at
Loviry AFB, while being a very effective instructional tool,
remains a
relatively expensive. device.
Many instructional system applications
do not require graphics sir special ieyboards. Thus, lower cost
terminals -could be used, it was getermined, therefore, that a more
cost...effective device' should be sought.
A review of industry commu'nications ttandards and bn evaluation oi features available on
state-of-the-art terininals was required to recommend 4eplacement
equipment4 ThiA $ndustry ilevfew coul'd thin be correlated with
classroom functional reguirements and program frequency of useso
that a keRt of characteristics could be iojentified at requirements
for
the target terminals. Also, the feasibfrity of wing such terminals
in parillel v4itti the current device and pgssibly with a mix oftterminals was to be determined. Certain- software programs would have.
to be.changed and hardware modifications made. After these.chán9es/
modifications were Complete, the equipment could be installed in the
classroatn and evaluated.

4

4.

2.0

STUDY PLAN

The study plan divided the project into three phases.. These
included a trade study and hardware seleCtion period, a specification
and preliminary develdpment periodo.and a final checkout and evaluati9n
period.
11

N-4

#.

'The initial tiie frame,'Phase I, included four independeqt
surveys. J4 user-needs trade study considered programs, Special keys,
and displays required by learning center managers. A communications
trade study.examined hardware suitable for connecting.to the hoit
Cyber 7316 computer and the availability of 'modems and multiplexers.
Another trade study slurveyed the available loW-cost alphanumeric
terminals and consid&ed pertinent characteristics. A software
anatlysis considered the impact on th6 existing AIS operating system
and application programs. At the end of the initial phise, terminals,
cOmmunications front-end hardoare, and modems were selected forpro- *
curement. Also, software which would Wie to* be modified or augmented
was identified.

4

Uuring Phase II of the plftict, pertinent characteristAcs.of.the
selected,network processing system, modedt, and terminals lierTcate-+
gorized. Then, keyboar4 mappings;were designed, operaiing system
configuration requirements were considered, and language and application program changes were detailed. Coding and preliminarx checkout
of appltcation'programs began during this time period and the new
terminals and modems were procured.
The final phase 'of the project.was the installation and validation
phase. As,the initial actions in this phase, software and.hardware
changes were completed. A subsequent checkout/of the design and

final installation of the terminals in the-classrooms were then
completed. Validation of the entire.system by test an'd evaluation of
terminals by users in the'classrooms completed the final phase.

3.0

PHASE I, SURVEYS AND TRADE STIIIIIES

The four Phase I trade studies began simultaneously. The stu les
were mid, with.-the goal of using standard 'comeunications systems ard
protocol Whenetier possible; The aim was to find a terminal which
could Minns full duplex 4.two-way simultaneous) transmissien of data;
the American Standard Codevfor 'Information Interchange (ASCII) 96character set constilt egc.:...At numeric, punctuation, and uppercase and
lowercase alphabetic' chaliActers; and a rate of 121) or more characters
per second on a screen ofbout 25 lipes with 64 to 80* characters per

line;

The four trade studies had& the following individual objectiies:
DeterMine user needs by considering the frequency of program

execution and the terminal functions used most by these pro.
grams.

Identify a low-cost alphanumerii terminal which possesse
the required attributes and which' is reasonably prfied.
3.
7

-

I

Identify corknunitation processing @quipient which can be
.connected to the AIS Cyber computer to operate four.terminals,
and determine the types of modems which would be most cost
elective for transmitting data within' the Lowry AFB
environment.

4.
3..1

Ascertain the required software modifica ions.

USER NEEDS SURVEY'

The first of the User Needs Survey exercises was an examination
of the taski performed by AIS instructors, learning center managers,

and students. Once the-tasks were defined and the frequency of performance. assessed, the related program used were noted, and those
used the 'nest were identified for eventual Conversion to the low-cost
terminal. The program" which were referenced the most were monitored
to-determine usage of the special meaning keYs. The resultant keypress

data wen!, then used In the-selection of' a. terminal and in the liter
Phase II and Phase III development of- software modifications.
grams (had the most incl.uded:

FORMS - Simulation of forms' alternetivelylread 1n from an AJS
monagement termina

RESAV

Information on resources available in learning centers.

SQP - Student data profile information,

**.

4.

PSCRS

5.

CHGED

6

CAI - The student's computer-aided instruction pr'esentation

- Displays of a student's preasiess4nt scores.
Used to display proposed changes and, their status.

program.

It was found that all of these programs could 'make use of a
standard typewriter-like keyboard with the addition.of several special
function keys, similar to those Used on the AIS terminals. :Keys to be

*considered for addition included -Next-, -Elack-; -Term-, as well as
other function keys. Far display purposes, it was found that lines
would be useful, and that for 'some programs an "all-dots-on" character
could be used for limited graphics. None of the programs referenced
useti any detailed graphics or required a vector' or dot line...generating
mode.

As a result of thii stirvey, programs used frequently were noted

for possible mopification. A, second result of this survey was establishment ora.need for functiorkskeys. *A third result was determination that
many of the programs noted used the same set of subroutines; in many
cases, only a cbange of the comonssubroutine librarrand individual
editor pages from a 32-l-ine format to a 24-line fordat would be required.
2

COMMUNICATION TRADE STU6Y

The goal of the Communication Trade Study was to (a)identily the
common comnunication characteristics used throughout industry which

should be' used in the low-cost terminal., AO identify a front end processor which could be connected tol the AIS.Cyber computer ,for operatipn

of the four .terminals, and (c) idintify

hardware such as modems and

multipleiers which would be necessary to interface the terminals in the
classrooms with' the computer.

The current AIS comUnicatieh iystem was reviewed and a set of'
target Characteristics define& so as to allow the use of standard equ'10ment hthile maintaining a degree of compatibility with the AIS operatipq
system software. The tarteted chara4 teristics included:
A

I. Provilions for full duplex

two-way communication' using two

pairs of telephone wires for each 'terminal.

Nu

Charactee-at-a-tiffie transmission such that 'every iceypre sent
from the' terminal can be sent to ttie.central computer/
optionally timed and/or converted to another character under
program control, and, then returned to the terminal foi display.

3.
-

A standard ASCII set of 96 characters, and the

Ca

sending tip to eight data Mt on each transmission
,A data rate whicit permits transferri
per second from the central compu

bility of.

120 or -more characters
,

In addition to these target char

stics,it was necessary that
the comminication hardy/are be able to h le at least four terminals,*
be easily expandable, be relatively inexp lye, ind be available soon

after receipt of an order.

3.2.1 Coninunications Front .Entis. After reviewing' the various
available comnunications processors which could be interfaced with
Control Data Corporation (CDC) 'machines and whick were in the' correct
price range, three units .emerged as acceptable. 'The CDC 255y Network
Processing Unit (NPU). was selected as the best approach, primarily
because aleasing arrangement was available, and it has been. operatin
.
since March .1979.
No).
12.2 Modems and Multiplexers. Té 'support
transroissi n of data
on telephone -1 (nes betrieen the communications processor °and Ithe
terminal s two systems of trunk 1 i ne thodems and multipl exen were Ar

studied for use with the original four terminals. Studies of the first
system considered the attributes cif trunk line modems from five di ffereqt
manufacturers. _These madems are for yse'at eaCh end of a voice grade
telephone 411ne between buildings. Of the five considered, the Timeplex
202 was selected as the- best for this application, , A. second system,
consisting .0 a pair of statistical multiplexers(and short-haul, higher*.
speed mdems, was also evaluated. As a result of this evaluation, it
was determined that this multiplexer system was best if eight terminals,
or more, were to bt use0. Next, a cost comparison of the two systems was
made,. and it was determinid that the most cost-effective system
fo'r less
than eight terminals ,was the modtm pairs. Since the subject contract
stipulated installatfon of ,onlyMArr terminals, pe Timeplex 202 system
was procured and ins*alled using tbe 2551 NPU and the selected terminals:3.3. TERMINAL TADE STUDY

f

One of the primary, goals for this project was identification of
one or mo0 terminals-",which could be used by learning center managers
and students to satisfy non-graphics requifements, such as selected
editors and CAI programs. The terminal requirements were pariially
identified by first considering the current AIS terminal attributes..
A subs_tt of these characteristics which was considered necessary to
effeaive performance of the current.mission was also used as a factor
in develpping a- list of candidate terminals. The final terminal -for
learning center,managtr'and student use was then selected from t,his
,

list.

The most pertinent AIS terminal' characteristics include:

A display capable of presenxing 32 lines of 64 characters per
tine with up to. 126 built-in characters plus 126 userdesigned characters and4a Traphies capabi1if0 of 512 by-512
dots.

Terminal electronics capable of erasing the-screen and
positioning the cursor or next 'Writing position to any location
c' on the tciverc.

'
7

A keyboard that uses the sCindard tybewrit r 14ERTY lay6ui
with a numeric pad, special function dkeys,.and thrye shift
keys.

It terminal that requires a non-standard protocol which Presents
19 Oata bits to the terminal every 16.6 milliseconds and sends'
back VD- data btts to the host computer. Special, formkt elec.

tronics are required,which tinnot be.Used with standard RS231
equipment.
,

dire

.

After reviewing the AIS terminal charactirTitics, a sfudy was made
that included approxiMately 3I1 commercially avatlabae terminals.: Using
the results of this study and the cbrrent AIS Orogram requimibents the
Aprfollowing arget attributes were identified:
I.
.

The displa
ould present 24 or 25*lines of .up to 30.charaeters per line. -The character set should contain at least the
96 standard uppercase .and lowercase alphabetic characters
numbers; anci punctuation and should havelowercase descenders
for.easy readability. The ability to erase the screen and to
preset t/le cursor to any character Obsitioh is 4,150 desired.

1

,

Tne keyboard should have a standard typ'ewriter keyboard in the
()WERT''', sequence, should have a limited numblr of function keys
or a way, of *simulating a non-displayable .sequence and should
'not require a numeric pad. 0 .
The. terminal 'should support full ,duplex.charatter-at-a-tim0
tranimission while operating at 120 &haracters per4secopd or
faster.

\ The terminal price should not exceed $1,500.
7

,

After .identifying the.required attributes, the number ofecandidate
terminals was reduced from about 300 to 5 terminals.: These five terminals
were evaluated individtially through dem6strat1on by manufacturing repreSentativeS, and 'one las deleted frmm the list of candWates because of
poor picture quality.' The Phase,I trade study. Concluded with a
,recomenJat1Qn for, a -side-by-side comparison of the remaining four
terminal 10, a final evaluation. This was accomplished as part of
'Phase II.
.

.

s
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_

.4- ,S44T,WARe kALYSIS
...:,...?

,.

.

,,

r

A siftwarto-nelysis was, made i :If'-parallel with
'. the
'.'' other'' trade
'studies, to,detneinethe impact o nfifenging terminal format and of., ,
comunicaing via a new network pra,,ctisiqg systems The analysisikdicated ,the' foIlowino: ...\,. ..

_

-

1.- Screens' displaying data f*or programs to be changea woultt have
to conform to the-format nf the new terminal. This would

mean converting the 32 line by 64 Characters per line display
of AIS terminal -programs. to 24 lines: wIth, most probably; 54t,z.

characters per line.
2

**.A Computer Assisted/Managed Instructional Canguage (CAMIL)

tdirect ,drivew primittVe would have to be prepared which would

permit sending seven- or eight-bit dat$ direct to the terminal
,/or control and-screen positioning.

The editor exectitive routines and accept prpcectUres ilould have
to be modified and the editor pages which exclieded
24 lines
,
would have to:be restructured.
,

The CAMIL Sentenqe facility wo4ld require code changes for
applications prOgrams.

ASCII Iodkup tables would have to be providealti Vie driver
part ot the operating system to convert the 'CAM format
characters to standard terjnlnal valuesi

The analysis also indicated that the operating stem might have
to provide new input and output peripheral processor programg-to drive
the CDC 2551 NMI.

A patkage leased from CDC woUld-operate the firmare
used in the CDC 2551 hardwdre, so no modification or design offirmare

would be required for the NPU itself.
34 CONCLUSION

At the end of Phase I, it had been determined that a low-cos
terminal system, operating in parallel with the current tervirinal system,
was feasible. -More specifically, it was decided that a parallel system
for standard terminals was more cost effective and expandable than interfacing the low-cost terminal with the current communication system'. Also,
software studies predicted success for use of the ctiosen NPU and
comunication modems.

Procurement of the.modems and the NPU began

duritfg this phase, and the candidate terminals were reduced to four.
,b1k.

OM.

4

PHASE II

_DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Phase II began with the selection of the Applied Digital Data
System (ADDS) Regent 100 terminal as the low-cost terminal for the
system. This w a s a reset of theside-by-side demonstration and
.

uation rec9mmended it thistronclusion Of Phase I.
.

eval

*

The main efforts dukni Phase II were a study of the hardware and
softitare details and design intlo the current system of the changes
necessary to implement the new system
4.1, ARDWARE

,Pertinent -hardware characteristics of the4NPU, the 202C modems,

an,d the ADDS RegentsIDO terminals Were examined to determine the

necessary interfaces and software requirements.

4.1.1 Network Processim Unit. 'The hardware nrodule configuration
of the CDC network procesring system was evaluated during Phase II.
The hardware consists of a network processor with 32,768 16-ibit words
of meragrif, a channel coupler to the CDC Cyber 7316
computer, two
communication line adapters (CLAs) ----each of which handle two terminals
using RS-232-C electronic interfaces - and a:console terminal for con-

figuring the system and for providiq djagnostic information. The
Systet as leased will handle up to 16 t nninals with the_asIdition of
connurilcation Oise adapters 9' and up to 32 terminals- by adMng extra
memory and eWara CLAs

4.1.2 Timeplei 202C Modems. Optional electrical conneclions of
the modems between the terminal s.and the ,tentral iite
considered.
S:ince the terminali could be placed some distance from were
each other,

separatety packaged moderns were specified for operation at the teminal
locations. Each separate package has 1ts'own power supply. .'or the

Central site, one package with one power iupply and four

was specified.
modem 'Cardt

modem ,cards

The central site is expandable to handle up to 14

Various methods of looping back'data to be used for diagnostic,
checkout of the modems were also considered. Both analoikand digital
loopback methods are available on the TimepIei modems.. -

,

4.1.3 ADDS Retnt 100 Terminals: Operational details of the
terminal were evalu ed from a prigrammer's point of view. Included
were the switch settings,,disploy characteristics control and
attribute 'tables, and the keyboard.
Included in the switch". settings for terminal control were (a)
full duplex, even parity modest (b) 1200,b1ts-per-second, (c)

a CR(152) line terminator with automatic line feed, arid

(d) au-di scroll off.
4

,

.

Jhe display consists of, 24 lines of 'ap qharacters, with a
25th line bf status information., ,The terminal provides the
Standard 96'ASCII characters of uppercase and lowek.case alphabetic characters, numbers, and,-,piinctuation. Also Included
are.11 bOx ,drawing, symbols alOng with an-additibnal 32 symbols.'

correspondinl-to control. codeit

Tables were designed which-explained how to manage the ,ADDS
terminal under control of the host computer. Tables, include

(0-v1sua1 attribute control, such as normal white on black,
reveise video 9 half intensity, and underline, (b) line drawing
symbol generation codes for boxes, lc) ASCII input and output,
and (d) control coaes for clearing the screen, line spiting,
and other standard control procedures such as setting the
cursor.
42

SOFTWARE

During Phase II, the AIS software to be emedified or added in
support of the low-cost terminal was designed on the basis of the
expected operation of the new eqUipment. Software was planned in the
areas of expected keyboard mapping from the cumnt AIS terminal to the
ADDS Regent TOO keyboard* expected parameters required for the communif

cations software, CAM language changes needed to support the new
features 9 and atiplications programs earmarked for modificatioh. Soft-

ware considerations are briefly reviewed in the:following paragraphs.

4.2.1 .Keyboard Mapping. Since the ADDS terminal 'standard keyboard
has fewer keys than the .Pdt terminal keyboard and has only 16 available

numbered function keys versus the AIS terminal's 24* a prejiminary .
mapping was laid out for correlation between the two terminals. SPecial
ol and special meaning keys were also considered.

4.2.2 Communication Systerl. Considerations. Changes and possibl e
additions to the operatirm system drfver were considered in terms of
functions needed, such sal erasing a screen or,moving the cursor to the
'next line. Varioui alternate -routines were exaMined for the best
location to place the 12-bit CAMIL -code to 74it ASCII code conversion
tables and related logic. During Phase II, the'tithe best areas for
.

,

providing the ,conversion appeared to be the "CDC 2551 conhunications
processor, the DRIVER peripheral proceisor Orogramp, and the Cyber central
processor. Also, modifications that might be necessary for other ASCII'
terminals were considered.

4.2.3 CAMIL., ,It'was decided that the CAMIL language would need

several nett Virres to support the ADDS terminals. Mter

modification, CAMIL would (a)- ignore ADDS terminal inputs1When no
mappin§,was provided for a key which had no meaning in the current

system, (b) make available td, the application nrogram liformation about,
the type of terminal connected, (c) provide a transparent mode-set ing
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procedure so that titie;terminal could .be operated in the underline or
other modessond (d) proviide a direct binary output procedure to sok(

octal coilmands to ADDSor other ASCII teroinals to handle non-supported
functions..

Applioatibn Programs., A number of programs were selected
'for possible converilon and operation on the new terminals,.with most
of the programs being ,dala base editors. The editor executor subroutine
should hi modified to handle the new attributes, to accept lines changed
from lines 28 through 32 to lines 20 through 24, and to provide double
- spacing at a different number Of lines than is used on the NIS terminals,
It4vas determined that,editor pages would be Todified, when'necess.ary,
to handle the lower number Of lines on the new terminals, *and'array
pages wou/d-be changed so that only data fields would be rewritten
when a field was chan4ed. Also considered was the fact that CAI formats
wuld be charged, when necessary, so that data taking more than 24
lines would be efficiently displayed. T9 make the programs Mbre read, **
i.able, increased use of the CAM sentence facility would be considered
during all program modifications

4.3 CONCOSIONS
.

System design wat completed during Phase,II.

The feasibflit

"of'

the low-cost terminal' system' was established and the equipment chosen
and procured. Base cOmmunications circuits necessary.for connecting
the terminals were aly4mplemented during Phase II.
FinalTy the

application programs requiring change were identified and several of
the modifications accomplished.
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5.0 ,PtisTArpAtiAstIn.:p-During Phase.III, the operating system was Modified to handle the
new CDC(2561 hardware, the CAMIL primitivoes.-and terminal control.and

identification mama* were completed, and selected application programs iere modified for,the new ADDS terMinals. Refiqemeat and Onal
testing Of the variods*system, language, and application programs for
incorporation into the AIS were also adcomOlished.during this, phae.
Additionally, the networkproteisor, along with the terminals and
the modems, were received during this rriod. ,This hardware was sub,jetted to indiyidual and system tests' rior to final inStallation.
Although the original spectfications'called for installationof -the
terminal hardware in the Weapons Mechanic (WM) CourstA a decision was
made during this phase to utilize the Precision MeasuWingiquipmeat (PRE)
Course for the test installation.
5.1

'HARDWARE"

The sequence of events.for the hardware portion of Phase III was
(a) delivery and instellation.of the NRD, (b),delivery of modems and
terminals, (c) system testing of all the hardware with the newly
developed software,-(d) final installation of terminals in the classroomt, and (e) evaluation of the entire system.
Network Processiag Unit

*5.1.1

.

.

Cbst 6nsiderations associated with buying or leasing software for the CDC 2551 Communication Processor led to the purctiase of
the 2550-101 6671 emulator as the most efficient way to driveea small
number of standard terminals. Because.th1s°0mu1ator package will drive
up to $6 terminals in..a1411 duplex mode,it was,considered more than
adequate for driving the.foUrlow-cost.terminali. If, however, a
future\deciiion As Made to expand tote large nUmber, of standard terminals
or to totallY cOKSert to' a standard communication sYstem, A, different
approach stiouTdie considered. For examg)e, the current character rate
is approximately 10,000 characters/second% and given the standard AIS.
terminals
would'result.
IF

Network

1.2

Ihe'network used with the low-cost terminal systemis
.characterized by inherent' stindardization. -The system operates
,1200 bits:per-second using an ASCII.charatter structure (bit sequence)
full-duplex, asynchronous mode. The jnterfage of the digital
port of'the modem, conformS to Electronic Industriei, Association Standard
RS-232-C, Interface' Between Data,Terginallquipment and Data Comdunication
Equipment kmploying Serial Binary.Data Interchange., August 1969.

.

.

.

I.

*,
The data cittuits\to support the Tow-qpst terminals foe the PME
Course consist of dedicated voice gradelines between the OHM. and tht
PME Course building at Lowry AFB. The da ttl. communiCation fah-each
terminal inclddes a rack mounted fimeplex 202 modem card at the central 1
site, the dedicated telephone wire data circuit, and a desktop Timeplex
202 modem at the termtnal.
N

.

.

I

During the interim period between equipment testi/1g and final
installation, one of the low-cost terminals was located in the Ldwry
AFB Headquarters building with a data circuit 'established between it
and the AFHWebuilding, a line length of over 4000 feet: Experiments
were conducted to transfer data between the terminal and the netwoOk
processing unit without.modems which required some configuration
modifications, e.g., special,cable strapping. ,In this configurations
the terminals operated at 1200 bits per second (bps), with no reported
errors in transmission. When the operating Oeed was increase0 to 2400
bps, however, occasional paritrerrors occurred. Above 2400 bps,
communication over long diastances was not possible without modems.
Within 50 feetrof the NPU, however, terminals were operated at 9600 bps
.with no noticeable eerors. It was, therefore, concluded that because of
required classroom reliability, the PME terminals should not be-operated
without modems at.speeds aenve 1200 bps. A further result of the test
was the decisidn that because of the short distances involved, data
circuit requiremehts withtn the AFHRL building could consist of fourwire dedicated.lines for each terminal withipo modems required.
')

5.1.3

Terminal Evaluation

The low-cost' terminals were installed in the PME Course,
building foe daily operational use by instructors and learning center
managers who'weet asked to evaluate the utility of the terminals in a
traintng environment: Features of the terminals most admired were
appearance, operation, tin, and keyboard layout. The. only negative
feature Was the somewhat distracting characteristic of the terminal's
flashing cursOr.
Other details of the evaluation are given below..
7

,

-5.1,3.1 Problems. When the terminals were first installed
in the learning tenters some problems were noticed when logging on the
system. The problem was associated wittkattempting to change,from uppercase-to lowercase while the logron program was operating and a 'lie,*
was-typing in his/her identification and password-. The problem has
since been tesolVtd.

An onrgoing Operational problem is related'to attempts by uiers to
acceis unmodified plasma terMinal programs.AAbese programs, such as the',
hierarChy.editor,have not been modified for the format of 24 lines and
the "text only" availability of.the aew terminals.' These programs, and
others yet to be identified, may need to be modified if user requirtwarrant-.

The only terminal hardware malfunctions that occurred d ing the
entire contract period wtreibto terminal power-supply failu
This
could be a pattern *failure--and will be carefully moni o red.

5.0.2 Conclusion. The -results of P

e

III validated

the terminal display format, keyboard layout, and commimications ocharacteristics requirements established during Phase I. Additionally,

user acceptance of the ADDS Regent 100 teminals with the related software and hardware system was very favorVale.

The project goals of identifying required characteristics of
terminals and of demonstrating their validity were achieved. An added

benefit was, the h4gh degree of preference and acceptance of the system
by the classroom users as exemplified by a request for more of the
terminals. The purchase of eqeipment meeting the required characteristics *at the same or expected lower prices would provide a costeffective approach to AIS expansion for nongraphic application. New'
terminals with modems and related communications hardware can be added

to the AIS for approximately one-fourth the cost of the similar number
of AIS plasma display graphics terminals.
5.2

SOfTWARE

Software wat developed' and tested dUring Phase III using the
design.guides prepared during Phase II. In addition, operating system
changes were made to support the new communication system - to handle a
revised log-on program - and to the interpreter. *The CAMIL language was
also modified to rerognize new commands and keypresses and to identify
the type of terminal connected to the apellication*Orogram. And;
applitations software editors and data base programs were changed tooperate witk the format and function key inputs of the new terminals.
5.2.1

System Software Vdifications

As descrilbed below, the AIS time-shared operating system
*was modified in 'the followisng three areas:
1.

-

A new peripheral processing uni4(PP1J) program was written to
handle the pc 2551-1 netwo k processing system for
communications.

The log-on.program_was modified toirovide fortthe revisedterminal format.
The interpreter was changed to provide for tise new terminal
features.
Communications. A new PPU program, ATD, was ri
the channel teverTnput/output Kitequirements of the CDC
new program re6tives and transmits all data between the
I
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to support
51-1 NPU. The
S system itrici

the new terminals. This program also provides the CAMIL and ASCII code.
conversions. AID can handle data transmission at rates pf up to 9600 bpsto each terminal.

°This peripheral processor program evolved through several extensively changed versions during pa...development-and checkeut
phase.
It.
,i
was obvious from the outset thit all communications between the CAM1L
system and the 2551 HPU would have to be handled on the PPU level since
this is the only way to achieve the channel level input/output required
by the NPUi The CDC furnished ASCII terminal drivers Were fourid to have
an excessive amount of overhead because they*were generalized for
commupication,with a large varieti of terminals utilizing different
protocols. Relatively early, it OW became obvious that all
communications, both.input as well as.output, would best be handled from
a single PPU program since the status of Weteding putout attempts is
received with the input frames. In order to minimize the added CPU overhead associated with the new terminals, the decision was made to move as
much of the CPU overhead as possible--such as CAMIL to ASCII code conversions--into the new PPU program. This program easily handles the four
terminals currently operating, and it is expected that up to 64 terminals
can be managed with ATD.
5

.

.

Lu-oon Plycessor. The log-on processor was modified to utilize
the primitive graphics capabilities of the ADDS terminals to provide
an AIS logo on the-firAt page. The log-on processor was further
modified to operate with only 4 24-yine display.

.

Interpreter. Qther operating system changes involved smile minor
modtfications to the interpreter.to allow-the passing of certafin
f4nctions to terMinals not identified as being either AIS interactive/
management or ADDS terminals. Also idded was a "binary output" primitive. This "binary output" feature was developed to enable the
passing of octal data from CAMIL programs to ASCII terminals for the
pwrpose of experimenting with new functions and for features not common
to ADDS terminals. This was necessary, since the communications system
was written to assume that all normal output being sent to the ASCII
terminals was CAMIL text and had to'be translated to the AscII codes.
5.2.2

CAMIL Language Nbdifications,

The CAMIL features designed during Phase II were coded and
_tested during Phase III. CAMIL was modified to provide for the
following:
1.

Ignoring terminal input when no mapping is provided for a
kty which has no meaning.
Including the type of station connected to the program.
I.
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A\

at

clud1n exira comm'ands tb the A004 terminals so that undters, inverse video, and other screen atttibute can be pro-

3.

vided.'
'*4

Providinj'an'interpret& primitive which permits a program to
send direct octal commands toon ASCII terminal for direct
control.

The new CAMIL commands were successfully use4 t9 ttie modified`
applications programs whtch first identify the type of terminals being
used and then format the data for either Ihe 32-line AIS plasma panel
or,the 24-line ADpS Regent 100 terminal. Lines an4runderlines are also
managed differently between the-two.terminals, with a special unde'rline mode being available on the'ADDS.
5.2.3

A

li

ion. Pro

m Modifications

Applications softwarechanges included the modification of
selected existing programs and subroutines so that the low-0)st
terminals could be used with existing software develoPed fOrthe plasma
'terminals. library routines referenced by the prOgrams were modified
and new-ones added tO ac6mmodate the attributes for each type of
terminal.
Individual program seoments were Changed when reforMatting-was requtred for the smaller screens* Library subrouttnei and...existing
programs were also 'revised, whenever possible, to provide more efficient
operatidn. The paragraphs below explain the m9dtfied subroutine library'
and provide-detailt regarding Modifications of the editors and. other
applications-programs 'utilized by instructors and learning center managers.'
Library of Standard Routines. Various modules of the,Library of
Standard Routines were modified to define neW control Variab)es and
implement screen positioning control options which are applied according
to Ahe type of terminal in use. Dictionary and global modplet were
changed to declare new integer, logical, and array vaHables and to
define new procedUres in support of the procedure modules (coded
routines) of the library. Procedures were changed to accommodate screenspecific attributes with regard to column and line screen positioning,
clearing of accept and prompt line areas, setting boOnds.foie.writing.of
the next' line, initializing *gram segment control variables, and
handling the logic which controls the general data pages of the editor4'.
New procedures were also added to the library which provide initial
values for screen display variables, write headings, control-formatting
of screen dtsolays,'and increase the speed with which data fi.eld valuesare changed in the editors.
.

.

Individual Editor Progrpms: Changes to individual editor programs,
ranged from mfivor adjustments lanolicable to positioning the accept and
prompt lines on,the two different screen sizes), to extensive changes in
coding which affected the positioning and methods of displaying data
fields
Many of the coding Changes resulted in streamlin0 program
a

statements and stAictures which are mord easily reviewed-whan troubleshooting or making other modifications. The two 'categories of changes
to particular editor programs are the updating of basic,display logic
and the restructuring of specific data pages, lists, and arrays.
WM'

In general, the segments of'an editor program are designed to
diOlay either lists of data (vertically displaked) or data in array
formats (tables). These segments were modified, where applicable, to
wovide a more efficient screen d4sOlay of changed data fields. Only
changed data fields are now modified on the screen, mhereas previously,
other portions/of the screen and field description were rewritten.
.,

The task cif restructuring and reformatting,data field displays
was applied to two types of pages: Data Lists and Data Arrays. Both
types are controlled by, segment modules in thelndividual editor programs.

The cooing to establish apPropriate line spacing in the segments
which display normal lists of information was changed to accommodate
either the plasma panel or ADDS type terminals and their respective
vertical screen dimensions.
,

.

Severat segment contr
prompting messages were also modified to
.remove the underscoring frbm separate characters used.for highlighting.
Parentheses were substituted foethe underscore because the low-cost
terMinalokeyboard is without the special Icharacter which allows easy
and brief coding of the letter-specific underscore.

Data Array Se ment-Modifications:
array segmen s incorporated severaF new
consistent formatting of array displays
afford easy acces's to the cbding should
dimensions or terminal screen-sizes.
5.3

.

Changes to tht coding in data
internal variables to provide
in'all editor progiams and to
changes occur to the array

CONCLUSIONS

!the feasibilii; of using lowct1terminals in the AIS was well
established. The goals-of identifying required characteristics of
terminals and,demonstrating their validity were also achieved. Us'ers
reputed high acceptance of the ADDS Regent 101 terminals and the related
software and hardware system. Additionally, the results of this
experiment definitely reflect the feasibility and desirability of a
"mix" of terminal types in an instructional systempof this type. A
mixed configuration allows hatching terminal types to.specific requirements-in a more cost-effective manner. In the event the system is to
be expanded, terminals of this type coul4 be added-for appro'ximateIy
pne-fourth the cost of the existing plasma terminals..
.N

Reliability of operation can only beiproven after sevehl thousand
hours of opration. However, operation of the hardwaise to date iddicates gdod. stability.
Only two failures occurred with the new terminals
and no failures, wermxperienced
the network processor or the modems.
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